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SUMMARY
This report presents the development and the first application of generic
probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) information for identifying systems and
components important to public risk at nuclear power plants lacking plantspecific PRAs. A methodology is presented for using the results of PRAs for
similar (surrogate) plants, along with plant-specific information about the
plant of interest and the surrogate plants, to infer important failure modes
for systems of the plant of interest. This methodology, and the rationale on
which it is based, is presented in the context of its application to the Rancho
Seco plant. The Rancho Seco plant has been analyzed using PRA information
from two surrogate plants. This analysis has been used to guide development
of considerable plant-specific information about Rancho Seco systems and
components important to minimizing publc risk, which is also presented herein.
Methodology
This methodology is conceptually straightforward. It requires the
identification of important safety system and component failure modes for the
surrogate plants from their PRAs. This is followed by an analysis of the
plausibility and significance of such failures at the plant of interest based
on a detailed comparison of plant-specific system characteristics. This
information is then used to infer important failure modes for systems at the
target plant. These failure modes are then used to identify components, power
supplies and operations most important to minimizing public risk from the
largest plants. In this analysis, prevention of core melt has been used as a
measure of risk minimization.
This approach is generic in that it is based upon the many functional
and design similarities of power plants made by the same NSSS vendor. (Babcock
and Wilcox is the NSSS vendor for Rancho Seco, as well as for AN0-1 and Oconee
Unit 3, the two surrogate plants used in this study.) Plant differences are
accommodated by including comparisons of specific system designs and by making
inferences of the significance of surrogate plant failure modes to the target
plant. This requires that considerable subjective judgment be exercised by
analysts, and that analysts be quite knowledgeable in the design and operation
of the plants addressed.
Project Accomplishments
This project was commissioned by NRC Region 5 to generate information to
be used during inspection planning in the near term, until a PRA is performed
for Rancho Seco. Consequently, development of Rancho Seco-specific information
useful to inspectors in the planning and performance of inspections was a
significant project objective. Within the three man-months of effort allotted
to the project, the following was accomplished.
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• Analysis of three PRAs (one for AN0-1 and two different ones for Oconee
Unit 3), including identification dominant cut sets (specific failure
sequences) associated with more than 85% of the core melt probability
for each plant.
• Analysis of the dominant cut sets, including identification and
categorization of system components and failure modes involved in important
failure sequences leading to core melt; also calculation the Fussel-Vesely
(F-V) Importance for all systems where failures led to core melt.
• Use of plant specific information to determine which of the failure modes
identified from the surrogate plant PRAs were plausible at Rancho Seco
for six safety systems; also estimation of approximate values of the F-V
Importance of these systems at Rancho Seco. The systems addressed were:
High Pressure Injection
Low Pressure Injection
Emergency Feedwater
Vital AC Power
DC Power
Service Water
These systems were selected because of their importance to the prevention
of core melt. They function together to keep the core covered and remove
heat from it during accidents.
• Identification of Rancho Seco components and associated failure modes
corresponding to the major failure modes identified from the PRAs for
four of the above systems. This information was developed from system
descriptions used for operator training, piping and instrumentation
diagrams, electrical drawings, and operating procedures. The four systems
addressed were those which physically transport heat from core:
High Pressure Injection
Low Pressure Injection
Emergency Feedwater
Service Water
For each of the systems identified above, Rancho Seco plant-specific
information has been developed for each of the major failure modes identified
from the PRAs. Components of primary importance, such as pumps and valves,
which must operate on a safety features actuation signal, are identified.
Support system components essential to their functioning, such as electrical
buses and breakers supplying motor and control power, and cooling water valves
and fan coolers, are also identified. Other components, whose failure or
misoperation can prevent one or more trains of these redundant systems from
functioning (e.g., manual and check valves) are also identified.
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System Failure Modes
System failures identified in the surrogate plant PRAs were categorized
as follows. These categories were then used to organize the Rancho Secospecific information which is presented in Section 5 of this report.
HPI and LPI Systems
• Common HPI/LPI BWST suction header valve failure or mispositioning
• BWST inability to supply flow
HPI System
(These failures are most important in the single-pump train)
• pump failure
• discharge valve failure or mispositioning
LPI System
•
•
•
•
•
•

pump failure
discharge valve failure or mispositioning
throttle valve failure or mispositioning
recirculation test valves to BWST left open
RB sump or RCS suction valve failure
interfacing LOCA

EFW System
•
•
•
•

pump failure
discharge valve failure or mispositioning
suction loss from CST
test and crosstie valve mispositioning

Service Water System (NSRW and SWS Systems)
• pump failure
• header valve failure or mispositioning
• cooler valve failure or mispositioning
Conclusions
As a result of this work the following conclusions have been drawn:
• Surrogate plant PRAs can provide many insights useful for inspection
planning.
• Careful study and intercomparison of the methods and assumptions used in
the surrogate plant PRAs, and of the details of system designs at the
target and surrogate plants, is essential to the successful application
of this methodology.
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• Compared with performing a plant-specific PRA, this method is quite timely
and cost-effective.
• The strongest point of this approach is the inference of important system
failure modes using PRA results and plant similarities and differences.
• The weakest point of this approach is the uncertainty in the inference of
quantified results.
• The use of two or three PRAs helps to highlight how plant differences
relate to PRA outcomes.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Probabilistic Risk Assessments (PRAs) have been used by NRC inspectors
to focus their efforts on systems and components where accident probabilities
are most sensitive to performance degradation (Higgins 1986; Higgins 1984;
Hinton and Wright 1986a; Hinton and Wright 1986b). However, many plants lack
PRA analyses which may be used for this purpose. Rancho Seco is one of these.
The work reported in this document was commissioned by NRC Region 5 to
provide information useful in the planning of inspection activities at Rancho
Seco during the near term, until a PRA is performed for the plant. The project
actually had two objectives. Development of a methodology for utilizing PRA
information from surrogate plants when addressing plants lacking plant-specific
PRAs, was one objective. The other was the actual development of Rancho Secospecific information.
This project was subject to significant schedule and budgetary constraints.
Results were needed for the planning of a forthcoming inspection. Funding
was provided for three man-months of effort, to include development of the
method, its application using specific surrogate plant PRAs, and the development
of Rancho Seco-specific information. As a consequence, the project did not
include a formal methodology development phase. Starting with a general idea
of what had to be accomplished, we went straight to work extracting information
from the surrogate plant PRAs and detrmining how it could be used to achieve
the project objectives. Our results are reported in the context of this
development effort. Section 3.0 presents a general description of our approach.
Details are elaborated in Sections 4.0 and 5.0, which describe the analyses
and their results. These sections also discuss specific decisions which were
made and the rationale on which they were based. From this combination of
general description and elaboration by example the interested reader may readily
acquire the insights which were developed during this project. During the
three man-months of effort devoted to this project, three PRAs for Babcock
and Wilcox plants used as surrogates for Rancho Seco were analyzed: one for
AN0-1 (Kolb 1982) and two different PRAs for Oconee Unit 3 (Sugnet, et al.
1984; Kolb, et al. 1981). The details of the PRA analyses are not presented
in this volume, but rather in the "Task One" report (Gore 1986) prepared at the
completion of the project•s first phase.
In Task One the results of the three surrogate plant PRAs were reviewed
to identify each of the primary accident sequences leading to core melt. Due
to the limited scope of this study, the analysis was confined to events leading
to core melt; containment failure mechanisms or resulting radioactivity releases
were not addressed. For the same reason, we did not address accident sequences
resulting from external factors such as earthquakes, fires, floods or tornados.
Our analysis addressed the most probable accident sequences leading to
core melt. In PRA terminology these are referred to as dominant cut sets.
For each PRA we found that at least 85% of the core melt probability was
associated with roughly 50 dominant cut sets. The Task One report lists these
dominant cut sets and their probabilities for each of the PRAs addressed.
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Our analysis then addressed these lists, which are of comprehensible size and
can be studied without use of a computer.
In Task One, for each of the dominant cut sets, events in the failure
sequences (cut set elements) were correlated with systems in which the failures
occurred. An analysis was performed on the tabulated cut sets to determine
the relative importance of the various systems involved. For each system,
calculations were made of the Fussel-Vesely Importance (Lambert 1975) resulting
from each PRA analysis. The F-V Importance is the fraction of the total core
melt probability to which an event, component, or system contributes. (It is
obtained by summing the core melt probabilities for all cut sets involving
failures of the system and dividing by the total core melt probability. It
is thus both conceptually and computationally straightforward.) The F-V
Importance measure is also used further in this present analysis.
This report presents the results of further analyses of the information
from the Task One report. The general description of our approach presented
in Section 3.0 on Methods is followed by a detailed comparison of systems and
exected failure modes at the AN0-1, Oconee and Rancho Seco plants for six
systems important to plant safety: High Pressure Injection, Low Pressure
Injection, Emergency Feedwater, Vital AC Power, DC Power and Service Water.
Failure modes expected to be important for the Rancho Seco plant were inferred
from the surrogate plant PRAs by means of a detailed comparison of system
similarities and differences between the three plants. An estimated value of
the F-V Importance for each of these Rancho Seco systems was also inferred on
the basis of this comparison The system comparisons and their results are
presented in Section 4.0.
Section 5.0 presents Rancho Seco-specific information for use in inspection
planning. This information is organized around system failure modes inferred
to be important from analysis of the surrogate plan PRAs and comparisons with
Rancho Seco. Information is presented for four systems: HPI, LPI, EFW and
Service Water. This information was developed from Rancho Seco operator
training manuals (Sacramento Municipal Utility District), piping and
instrumentation diagrams, electrical drawing, and operating procedures.
For each of these four systems, Section 5.0 identifies the major failure
modes inferred from the PRA analyses and presents specific information on the
primary components associated with these failure modes at Rancho Seco.
Component numbers, buses and breakers supplying motor and control power,
position during normal operations, and procedures controlling operations are
identified. Accompanying discussions identify the relative importance inferred
for these failure modes and implications for the inspection process.
Section 6.0 identifies some design changes which have been made at AN0-1
since performance of the PRA for that plant. The impact of these changes on
our work is briefly discussed. Due to the approach utilized in this work,
where system similarities and differences are compared between plants, the
Rancho Seco failure modes identified herein remain relevant despite such
subsequent changes in the surrogate plants.

1.2

2.0 CONCLUSIONS
This project was undertaken based on the premise that PRAs for Babcock
and Wilcox plants contain much information useful in analyzing and understanding
potential failures in B&W plants for which PRAs have not yet been performed.
This premise has been confirmed. Clearly many important insights into the
functioning and potential failures of similar B&W safety-related systems are
to be found in existing PRAs. More importantly, however, it was also assumed
that information directly useful to the NRC inspection process at a target
plant lacking a PRA could be extracted from PRAs of surrogate plants. It was
further assumed that this information could be identified and compiled quickly
and efficiently compared with the effort required for performance of a plant
specific PRA.
These assumptions have been borne out by our project results. In three
man-months of effort we have analyzed three PRAs, identified significant failure
modes leading to core melt for safety-related systems, identified and explained
differences between results obtained in the different PRAs on the basis of
PRA assumptions and plant-specific system design and operational differences,
related the results to our target plant, and identified critical components,
their power supplies and operational conditions.
The successful performance of this activity required synthesis and
inference, as opposed to deterministic reduction. By limiting the number of
participants, it was possible to develop a broad overall understanding of the
structure and results of the PRAs studied, and to interrelate results impacting
various systems. This was particularly important for this first attempt, and
it will also be important to the success of subsequent applications of this
method. This is not necessarily a weakness of the approach, however, since
the approach was specifically developed to allow a limited-scope analysis.
It is also necessary that the analysts be knowledgable about system functions,
operation, and the interactions between the various systems and components.
This analysis was performed by experienced, NRC-certified Babcock and Wilcox
plant operator license examiners.
The most powerful feature of this approach is the inference of important
system failure modes expected at the target plant from study of the surrogate
plant PRAs combined with analyses of plant similarities and differences. The
use of more than one PRA is helpful in highlighting how plant differences
affect the PRA outcomes. The comparison of two PRAs for the same plant was
also useful to indicate how differences in assumptions and approach can likewise
influence the PRA results. The calculation of the F-V Importance for the
various system failure modes identified in each PRA proved to be a useful
tool for quantifying the significance of the failure modes at the surrogate
plants.
The weakest feature of this approach is the inability to quantify the
results for the target plant. Although numerical estimates of F-V I~portance
values were inferred for several systems on the basis of comparisons of plant
designs and PRA approach, these inferences must be considered to have a high
degree of uncertainty.
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This was a limited study, constrained by both schedule and budget. It has
succeeded in using PRA-derived information to focus and bound efforts to
identify failure modes important to the Rancho Seco plant, and in identifying
plant-specific components and procedures related to these failure modes.
However, project efforts and results were resource limited. We believe that
considerable additional useful information could be developed with modest
additional effort.
In summary, we have developed a method for identifying and compiling
failure mode information for plants which lack PRAs, using PRA results from
similar plants. We have applied this method to identify expected failure
modes for important safety-related systems at the Rancho Seco nuclear power
plant. Finally, we have used this information to structure a compilation of
Rancho Seco design and operational information. Although design changes at
the surrogate plants and at Rancho Seco will have changed the details of the
reference PRAs and details of the comparative analysis, the information in
this report remains a val i d compilation of safety significance.

2.2

3.0 METHOD
The information developed in the first phase of this project, along with
design and operational information for the AN0-1, Oconee and Rancho Seco plants,
was further analyzed to infer system components and failure modes likely to
be involved in failure event sequences leading to core melt at Rancho Seco.
This anlysis is presented in Section 4.0 of this report for each of the six
systems which were addressed within the resource constraints. This analysis
involved several steps. For each system addressed, failure event sequences
(dominant cut sets) listed in the Task One report (Gore 1986) were first
reviewed. In the Task One report, this information was presented in Table 1
for the AN0-1 PRA (Kolb 1982), Table 2 for the Oconee PRA performed in 1984
by Duke Power and EPRI (Sugnet 1984), and Table 3 for the earlier Oconee PRA
performed in 1981 as part of the Reactor Safety Study Methods Applications
Program (Kolb, et al. 1981).
The two PRAs performed for Oconee Unit 3 will be referred to many times
in the subsequent discussion. For the sake of convenience and clarity,
henceforth we sha 11 refer to the Duke/EPRI PRA (Ko 1b 1982) as the "Oconee"
PRA, and the one performed as part of the Reactor Safety Study Methods
Applications Program (Sugnet 1984) as the "Oconee-RSSMAP" PRA.
In Task One each of the dominant cut sets listed for each of the PRAs
was studied. This involved about 50 cut sets per PRA, listed in Tables 1, 2
and 3 of the Task One report. This was done to determine which cut sets
involved failures of which systems. That information was then used to determine
the F-V Importance value for each system. Calculation of the F-V Importance
for a system required summing the core melt frequency associated with each
cut set to which the system contributed, and dividing by the total core melt
frequency. Thus, the F-V Importance of a system is the fraction of the total
core melt frequency to which failures of that system contribute.
Our analysis for this report delves more deeply into the details of the
dominant cut sets tabulated in the Task One report. For each system studied,
an analysis of the definitions of the cut set elements (presented in Appendix
A of the Task One report) was performed to determine how or why the system
failed. In most cases these failures have been classified into a few major
types of failure modes (e.g., pump failures, failures of key valves, etc.) .
For each of these failure modes we have then calculated its F-V Importance for
each of the PRAs. We did this as we did it for the system as a whole - by
summing the core melt frequency associated with each failure mode and dividing
by the total core melt frequency.
For each system, then, we have compiled a table of the major failure
modes by which the system contributes to core melt. This table also lists
the PRAs in which each failure mode contributes, and its corresponding F-V
Importance. This information is presented in Section 4.0, as part of sections
explicitly discussing each system analyzed. As one might expect, the AN0-1
systems having high F-V Importance did not always agree with those from the
Oconee systems. In fact, agreement between the results of the two Oconee
3.1

PRAs was often poor, indicating significant differences between the analyses
and their underlying assumptions.
In addition to identifying the major failure modes of each system for
each of the PRAs, we examined the design and operation of the systems at the
AN0-1, Oconee and Rancho Seco plants. This was done to identify similarities
and differences between the systems at the three plants, in order to understand
why the PRA results differed among themselves, and what that might imply for
Rancho Seco. For each system we examined piping and instrumentation diagrams
(P&IDs), system descriptions, discussions in the PRA reports, and Rancho Seco
P&IOs, system descriptions (Sacramento Municipal Utility District) and operating
procedures.
The first result of the system comparisons was the determination of whether
specific failure modes identified in the surrogate PRAs are plausible at Rancho
Seco. Many of the identified failure modes are plausible at Rancho Seco because
the system designs for the Babcock and Wilcox primary systems are similar.
However, there are many significant differences. For example, differences in
the details of parallel piping and valving in the outlet from the Borated
Water Storage Tank (BWST) and the inlets to the HPI and LPI headers significantly affect the F-V Importance of some failure modes. For each system,
these detailed interplant comparisons and Rancho Seco failure mode plausibility
determinations are presented in the corresponding sections within Section 4.0.
For all but one of the systems discussed, we made an estimate of the
overall F-V Importance of the corresponding system at Rancho Seco. This
estimate was based on subjective judgment, and involved several factors.
These included: 1) the design of the system, including redundancies and
potential single failure points; 2) power supplies and their redundancy; and
3) the combinations of failures found in the dominant cut sets of the three
PRAs. For each system the factors on which the estimate was based are
discussed.
We consider the estimation of numerical F-V Importance values for systems
to be the weakest part of this analysis. PRA results depend quite heavily on
the assumptions used in the analysis, and considerable differences exist between
F-V Importance values calculated for the two Oconee PRAs. Consequently, similar
differences would be possible between the results of two different PRAs done
for Rancho Seco. Nevertheless, we have made the estimates based upon
reasonable, rational arguments. The development and discussion of these
arguments helps to focus attention, both ours and the reader's, on factors
important to system failure modes. Consequently, we feel that the exercise
of estimation was worth doing, even though we lack confidence in the numerical
accuracy of the estimates.
Section 5.0 of this report presents system-specific information for the
Rancho Seco plant. Subsections address each of the four systems which we
were able to analyze within our resource constraints. These subsections are
organized around the major failure modes identified from the PRA analyses
which are plausible at Rancho Seco.
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Our discussions of Rancho Seco failure modes go beyond the specific effects
of components identified in the PRAs for two reasons. First, since we were
not starting from a plant specific PRA with clearly identified critical
components, a broader focus is clearly appropriate. Second, we wanted to
document in a usable fashion as much as possible of the system specific
information which we collected for this project. This objective was also
important to our sponsor.
We have, therefore, attempted to present a rather complete discussion of
potential failure modes for the Rancho Seco systems which we have analyzed.
These discussions are organized around the failure modes identified as Important
from review of the surrogate PRAs. In addition to identifying the primary
components associated with the failure modes (e.g., motor-operated valves
which must respond to an SFAS signal), we have also included information on
related components of lesser F-V Importance (e.g., associated check valves
which could bind on their seats, or manually operated valves subject to
misposition1ng). Reference is also included to Rancho Seco operating procedures
which contain valve lineup check lists for normal and SFAS standby operation.
This information was developed from review of Rancho Seco systems descriptions
used for operator training, P&IDs, electrical drawings, and operating
procedures.
Despite our attempt at completeness in identifying potential failure
modes for Rancho Seco systems, we believe that many others could be identified
with modest additional effort. However, we note once again that this was a
limited study, constrained by both schedule and budget. Furthermore, it was
undertaken to use PRA-derived information to focus and bound the effort.
This has been accomplished. Results are presented in the body of this report.

3.3

4.0 COMPARISON OF SYSTEMS AND THEIR F-V IMPORTANCES
In this section we make a detailed comparison of safety-related systems
at the AN0-1, Oconee and Rancho Seco plants. Comparisons have been made for
the HPI, LPI, EFW, Vital AC Power, DC Power and Service Water systems. Other
systems were not addressed due to project resource constraints. These systems
were selected because of their importance to the prevention of core melt.
They function together to keep the core covered and remove heat from it during
accidents.
For each of these systems we present system diagrams for each of the
plants and discuss major system similarities and differences. This information
is then used in analyzing the results of the AN0-1, Oconee and Oconee-RSSMAP
PRAs, to explain similarities and differences between their results.
To the extent possible, we have correlated the results of each of the
PRAs with specific system characteristics of each plant. This was done by
classifying each of the dominant cut set elements into a limited number of
failure mode categories (e.g., pump failures, failures of key valves, etc.).
These important failure modes are tabulated within each of the system
discussions presented in this section. These tables also list the F-V
Importance for each system failure mode. (Failure mode importance is calculated
as system importance was; by summing the core melt frequency associated with
each dominant cut set containing it, and dividing by the total core melt
frequency.) As an example of such a correlation, consider a single valve
whose failure to actuate would disable one entire train of a redundant safety
features system. In the PRA, failure of this valve would show up in several
of the dominant cut sets, and it would have a high value of F-V Importance.
This correlation may then be used to trigger study of the corresponding Rancho
Seco system to determine whether design similarities make it subject to the
same failure mode.
The tables listing the PRA-derived failure modes and their importances
also identify the plausibility of each failure mode for the Rancho Seco plant.
This was determined by analyzing the Rancho Seco system design. Although
many of the failure modes identified from the surrogate plant PRAs are plausible
at Rancho Seco, notable exceptions exist due to plant design differences.
Detailed discussions of systems characteristics and of failure mode plausibility
and significance at Rancho Seco are presented for each of the systems addressed
in the following subsections.
These estimates were based on subjective judgment, and involved several
factors: design of the system, including redundancies and potential single
failure points; power supplies and their redundancy; and the combinations of
failures found in the dominant cut sets of the three PRAs. The following
subsections discuss the factors on which each estimate was based.
Table 4.1 presents values of F-V Importance estimated for the Rancho
Seco systems analyzed in this study, along with calculated values of F-V
Importance of AN0-1 and Oconee systems from the Task One report. As was
discussed in Section 3.0, these numerical estimates of F-V Importance for
4.1

Rancho Seco systems were based on subjective judgment and are highly uncertain.
The analyses which developed these estimates helped to focus attention on
factors important to system failure modes, and thus contributed to other aspects
of the study.
TABLE 4.1.

Fussell-Vesely Importance(a)
of Major Events and Plant Systems
F-V Importance Calculated
from PRA Results
Oconee
RSSMAP

Inferred F-V
for Selected
Rancho Seco(b)

Event or System

AN0-1

Oconee

Operator Error
LOCA
Loss of Offsite Power
Core Cooling:
HPI
LPI BWST/HPI Suction
Failure
LPI fails to supply
flow
Electrical:
DC Power
Vital AC
Emergency Feedwater
Main Feedwater
Service Water
Safety Relief Valves
Reactor Trip (RPS)
Instrument Air
Reactor Vessel Rupture

0.14
0.19
0.22

0.42
0.24
0.03

0.44
0.33
0.13

0.07
0.17

0.07
0.004

0.04
0.03

0.05(c)
0.1(c)

0.12

0.24

0.06

0.46
0.14
0.31
0.62
0.03
0.17
0.07

0.02
0.10
0.19
0.28
0.02
0.09
0.05
0.02

0.03
0.04
0.61
0.19
0.24
0.05

S~stems

0.2
0.12
0.2
(b)

The F-V Importance is the fraction of the total core melt probability
resulting from sequences (cut sets) involving the event or system.
(b) Due to the limited nature of this study, F-V Importance inferences
were only made for five systems. Although the Service Water system
was also addressed, we decided not to infer a value due to the
uncertainties involved (see discussion).
(c) HPI suction from the BWST is controlled by valves assigned to the LPI
system. Consequently, the true F-V Importance of HPI failure is
the sum of the values for the HPI systems and for the associated
valves in the LPI system. For Rancho Seco this value is 0.15.

(a)
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4.1 HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION SYSTEM COMPARISON
System flow diagrams for AN0-1, Oconee and Rancho Seco are shown in Figures
4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. From these figures it may be seen that the
systems are quite similar, although important differences exist. All three
plants use three essentially identical HPI pumps, two manifolded together in
one injection train and one in a second, separate train. Flow from each train
splits and enters each of two RCS cold legs. Discharge valving differs
slightly. Both AN0-1 and Rancho Seco have four discharge valves, one serving
each cold leg line. This provides somewhat greater redundancy than for Oconee,
which has two discharge valves, one in each train located upstream of the
flow split. At Oconee, however, the discharge valve in the single-pump train
is normally open (not so for ANO and RS), reducing the probability of flow
blockage due to discharge valve failure to open.
Differences in suction valving to the HPI pumps are more significant,
and discussion is complicated by the LPI system interface. At all three plants
each of the two HPI trains receives water from the BWST through an MOV which
opens on an ESF signal. At AN0-1 and Rancho Seco, each of these MOVs supplies
a common header serving both HPI and LPI. In the AN0-1 PRA, these valves
were assigned to the LPI system. To maintain parallelism of treatment, we
likewise consider the Rancho Seco MOVs located at the BWST outlet to belong
to the LPI system. As a consequence, for AN0-1 and Rancho Seco there are no
HPI suction valves which may fail to open to supply water for HPI injection.
At Oconee two MOVs are located in the HPI train suctions, and two other
MOVs are located in the LPI train suctions. Consequently, at Oconee the HPI
system contains two MOVs which may fail to open and supply HPI suction.
Another difference between the plants is noted here, although it actually
belongs to the LPI system. Both AN0-1 and Oconee have a single BWST outlet
line with a normally open manual valve located upstream of the MOVs which
feed the HPI suction headers. Closure of this valve is one of the failures
found in the dominant cut sets for these plants. At Rancho Seco, there are
two BWST outlet headers, each with a locked open manual valve upstream of the
suction header MOV.
Important HPI system failure modes identified in the PRAs for these plants
are listed in Table 4.2. F-V Importance values calculated for these failure
modes are also listed. Examination of this information yields two important
conclusions. First, overall HPI system F-V Importance is low, not exceeding
0.07. This results from high overall system reliability, and from the
assignment of the AN0-1 inlet header MOVs to the LPI system.
The second conclusion is that a significant difference exists between
the F-V Importance of mechanical failures at AN0-1 and Oconee. Thus, all of
the AN0-1 system F-V Importance results from failures in the single-pump train
downstream of tbe inlet header MOVs (which are assigned to the LPI system).
In contrast, this failure is not even identified in the Oconee PRA dominant
cut sets considered here, and in the Oconee-RSSMAP PRA it has a much smaller
F-V Importance. The explanation of this diff~rence lies in the reliability
of electric power supply at the two plants.
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TABLE 4.2.

Important HPI System Failure Modes from PRA Analyses

Failure Modes

PRAs Where
Si gn1fi cant
Plant
Importance

Plausibility
At Rancho Seco

1.

Pump failure or failing closed of any valve
in the single-pump
train (after inlet
header MOV)

ANO
OC-RSM

0.07
0.03

Yes

2.

Failure to open of
the inlet header MOV
in the single-pump
train

oc

No(a)

OCORSM

0.01
0.01

3.

Failure to open of
the inlet header MOV
in the two-pump train

OC-RSM

0.02

No(a)

oc

0.01

No(a)

4. Common mode failure to
open of inlet header
MOVs to both the twopump and single-pump
trains (human error)
5.

Failure to open of a
single, common ESF discharge valve in the twopump train

OC-RSM

0.02

No(b)

6.

ESF channel 1 fails

OC-RSM

0.01

Yes

7.

System damage due to
over pressure during
ATWS

oc

0.05

Yes

{a)

The inlet header MOVs at AN0-1 and Rancho Seco serve both LPI and HPI.
Only at Oconee are there separate MOVs for LPI and HPI inlet headers.
In the AN0-1 PRA the two inlet header valves were assigned to the LPI
system. That assignment has been maintained in this analysis, for both
AN0-1 and Rancho Seco, to maintain parallelism of treatment. Thus, at
AN0-1 and Rancho Seco, there are no inlet header MOVs in the HPI system.
(b) Flow from the two-pump train discharge splits and passes through separate
MOVs on its way to the two RCS cold legs at Rancho Seco.
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Examination of the AN0-1 cut sets involving HPI failure shows that the
majority of them involve failures of Vital AC power buses or 125 VDC buses.
In contrast, none of the corresponding Oconee of Oconee-RSSMAP cut sets involve
power failures. At either plant, one entire train of HPI can be failed by
either loss of 4160 VAC motive power or 125 VDC control power. If this should
happen, a total failure of HPI injection leading to core melt can result from
failures attributed to only one train of HPI. At AN0-1, the probability of
such failures is significant, whereas this is not the case at Oconee. Thus
the F-V Importance of the HPI system is seen to be dependent on the reliability
of electrical power systems as well as on HPI system details.
To infer an F-V Importance for the Rancho Seco HPI system thus requires
consideration of both HPI system differences and electrical power system
differences. On the basis of system suction and discharge valving differences,
Oconee may overstate Rancho Seco system F-V Importance, but not AN0-1.
Consequently, the AN0-1 F-V Importance value should provide an upper bound,
to be adjusted based on considerations of electric power system reliability.
The Oconee electrical power systems contain considerably more redundancy
than those at AN0-1 and at Rancho Seco. AN0-1 has two separate 4160 VAC vital
power buses. During normal operation they are powered by the unit auxilliary
transformer and the unit startup transformer. During emergencies, each is
powered by a separate EDG. These buses are not cross-tied during normal
operation, although this could be done in an emergency. Rancho Seco•s two
4160 VAC vital buses are each powered by a separate startup transformer from
the grid during normal operation, and by a separate EDG during emergencies.
Additional redundancy is being added: two additional EDGs, to power non-vital
4160 VAC buses which could be cross tied to the vital buses in an emergency.
At Oconee, the two separate 4160 VAC vital buses have a greater variety
of supply. Each may be powered by a startup transformer from the grid. Each
may be powered by an auxilliary transformer supplied by any of the three Oconee
units. Emergency power is supplied by two hydroelectric generators, either
of which may supply either of the buses by either an underground dedicated
line or an overhead line. Yet another source of emergency power is provided
by a line from the two combustion turbines at the nearby Lee steam station.
According to the Oconee PRA, the probability of loss of a vital bus powering
an HPI pump at Oconee is only 15 percent of the probability at AN0-1.
The Oconee 125 VDC system is also more redundant than those at AN0-1 and
Rancho Seco. AN0-1 has two 125 VDC buses, each powered by a battery, and a
battery charger from one of the EDG AC trains. A third battery charger serves
as a standby for either bus. Rancho Seco has four 125 VDC buses, each powered
by a separate battery and a battery charger. Two standby battery chargers
are also provided. For each bus the normal and standby battery chargers are
connected to opposite trains from the EDGs. Thus the Rancho Seco 125 VDC
system is slightly more redundant than the AN0-1 system.
The Oconee 125 VDC system is similar to the AN0-1 system in that it has
two independent buses, each powered by a battery and a battery charger from
one of the EDG AC trains, plus a standby battery charger. Each of these two
buses powers two sub-buses through an isolating diode assembly. The increased
4.8

reliability of th1s system results from the fact that each of the sub-buses
is simultaneously powered by a 125 VDC bus in Unit 1 through the isolating
diode assembly. Each sub-bus would remain powered, without even a momentary
switching delay, should either (or both) of the Unit 3 125 VDC buses fail.
Such a failure would not result in a reactor trip, and consequently loss of a
125 VDC bus is not listed as an initiating event in the Oconee PRA analysis.
From the above discussion it is clear that the loss of one train of HPI
due to loss of Vital AC power or 125 VDC power is much less likely at Oconee
than at AN0-1 or Rancho Seco. With respect to core melt probability, this
effect is believed to far outweigh the effects of the minor HPI systems
differences discussed above. Consequently, we infer that the F-V Importance
for the Rancho Seco HPI system should be similar to that for the AN0-1 system.
Because Rancho Seco has four station batteries, and soon will have four EDGs,
HPI system importance should be somewhat smaller than for AN0-1. We infer an
F-V Importance for the Rancho Seco HPI system of 0.05.
4.1.1 Failures of Suction from the BWST
As we discussed above, the HPI system suction from the BWST at Rancho
Seco is controlled by valves assigned to the LPI system. Failure of one of
these valves prevents operation of the corresponding HPI train when responding
to a small break LOCA, SGTR, or loss of all feedwater. Consequently, to get
a true measure of the F-V Importance of the HPI system it is necessary to add
the HPI System F-V Importance value estimated above to the F-V Importance
value estimated in the LPI section for failures of suction from the BWST,
0.1. The result is a composite value representing the F-V Importance of the
entire HPI flow path. This value is 0.15.
4.2 LOW PRESSURE INJECTION SYSTEM COMPARISON
System flow diagrams for AN0-1, Oconee and Rancho Seco are shown in Figures
4.4, 4.5 and 4.6, respectively. Although Oconee has three LPI pumps compared
to two for AN0-1 and Rancho Seco, during operation one is normally valved out
and does not automatically actuate. The three systems are similar 1n that
they all have two independent trains, each containing a high flow, low head
pump which takes suction from the BWST through a motor operated valve, and
delivers flow through a cooler and a motor operated discharge valve to one of
the core flood nozzles of the reactor vessel.
The Rancho Seco system differs from the AN0-1 and Oconee systems in its
connection to the BWST. At the latter two plants, the BWST has a single outlet
line containing a locked open, manually operated isolation valve. Rancho
Seco has two BWST outlet lines, each with its own locked open manual valve.
This increased redundancy reduces the probability of system failures due to
loss of BWST suction, a failure mode contributing to system F-V Importance at
AN0-1 and Oconee.
Important LPI system failure modes identified in the PRAs for these plants
are listed in Table 4.3. F-V Importance values calculated for these failure
modes are also listed.
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TABLE 4.3.

Important LPI System Failure Modes from PRA Analyses

Front Line System Failure

PRAs Where
Significant
Plant
Importance

Plausibility
At Rancho Seco

Suction from BWST Fails
1. Single manually operated BWST outlet
isolation valve closed
2. Failure to open of
MOV between BWST and
one of the LPI suction
headers
3. BWST fails to supply
flow due to: low
level, cold weather
heating failure, vacuum
breaker failure

ANO

No(a)

OC-RSM
ANO
OC-RSM

0.05
0.004
0.02
0.12
0.01

oc

0.003

Yes

OC-RSM

0.08

Yes

oc

0.06

Yes

oc
OC-RSM
oc

Yes

OC-RSM

0.01
0.14
0.01
0.02

OC-RSM

0.01

Yes

oc

0.04

Yes

oc

Yes

Other LPI Failures
4.

5.

6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
(a)
(b)

Pump discharge valve
fails to open or pump
fails to run, failing
either LP injection, or
recirculation to HPI
Pump fails due to
cavitation on high flow
(operator error or throttle
va 1ve failure)
Open recirculation valves
to BWST (Human Error)
Recirculation operation
fails due to failure of
suction valve from RB
sump or RCS
ESF initiation channel
fails
System damage due to overpressure during ATWS
Interfacing LOCA

OC-RSM{b)

Yes

Yes

Rancho Seco has two BWST outlets, each with its own manual valve.
Procedural changes after OC-RSM analysis greatly reduced probability
prior to subsequent Oconee PRA analysis. Not included in system importance
calculations.
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The following discussion is divided into two sections. The first of
these addresses LPI system failures resulting in loss of suction from the
BWST, and the second addresses other system failures. The reason for this
distinction is that at Rancho Seco, and at AN0-1, HPI suction from the BWST
requires that valves assigned to the LPI system open to allow flow into a
common HPI/LPI suction header. Consequently, failure of one of these valves
to open fails the corresponding trains of both HPI and LPI.
4.2.1 Failures Of Suction From The BWST
The first of these is i nadvertent closure of the single manual BWST outlet
valve discussed above. Since Rancho Seco has two parallel trains from the
BWST, independent failures of two such valves are much less probable, and the
F-V Importance of this failure mode at Rancho Seco is expected to be zero.
The second listed failure mode is due to failure to open of the motor
operated valve providing suction for one of the LPI trains from the BWST.
The Oconee PRA states that these valves are normally open; hence no F-V
Importance value results. However, the Oconee-RSSMAP PRA treats them as
normally closed. The F-V Importance calculated for this failure mode for the
AN0-1 PRA is twelve times that for the Oconee-RSSMAP PRA, despite the fact
that the valve failure probabilities used differ by only a factor of three.
It is tempting to conclude that the difference between F-V Importance
values calculated for LPI inlet header valve failures for AN0-1 and OconeeRSSMAP is due to the fact that at AN0-1 this also fails suction to the
corresponding train of HPI, but not at Oconee where separate valves are used.
This is only part of the reason, however. (The sum of the F-V Importances of
the corresponding HPI inlet header valve failures in the Oconee-RSSMAP PRA is
only 0.03 compared with 0.12 for AN0-1.) A significant additional factor
affecting the F-V Importance of the LPI system relates to the reliability of
4160 VAC and 125 VDC electric power at these plants. This is discussed
extensively in the section on the HPI system and is only sumarized here.
Loss of one train of either of these power sources disables one train of HPI.
The lesser reliability of these power sources at AN0-1 enhances the F-V
Importance of LPI system failures which would disable the second train by
failing its suction to the BWST.
As is discussed extensively in the sections addressing AC and DC power
supply, the Rancho Seco electrical systems are much more similar to those at
AN0-1 than at Oconee. As a consequence, the F-V Importance of this failure
mode for Rancho Seco is expected to be similar to, though perhaps somewhat
smaller than that for AN0-1.
On the basis of the above discussions, for Rancho Seco we estimate an
F-V Importance of 0.1 for LPI suction valve failures which disable both
corresponding trains of HPI and LPI.

4.14
•

4.2.2 Other LPI System Failures
Given that LPI suction is achieved, the LPI system may fail to provide
flow when needed due to hardware failure or operator errors. These failure
modes were not included in the dominant cut sets at AN0-1, although they were
included in the analysis. They are found in dominant cut sets in the Oconee
and Oconee-RSSMAP PRAs, however, although resulting F-V Importance values
from these PRAs differ considerably. Consequently, estimation of an appropriate
F-V Importance value for such failures at Rancho Seco is highly approximate.
The Oconee-RSSMAP PRA finds a significant F-V Importance for system
hardware failures preventing flow. The Oconee PRA does not yield such a result,
but finds a correspondingly high F-V Importance for operator error-induced
damage to the LPI pumps.
Both the Oconee and Oconee-RSSMAP PRA dominant cut sets include system
failure to provide flow due to the human error of leaving the recirculation
valves to the BWST open (e.g., after surveillance testing of the pumps). The
F-V Importance value calculated for the Oconee-RSSMAP PRA is more than ten
times that for the Oconee PRA, however, due to estimates of possible common
mode errors affecting this operation.
The differences in the results of these two analyses for the same plant
provide and indication of the uncertainty of these estimates, and of estimated
F-V Importances for Rancho Seco. We assume that the more recent, more extensive
Oconee PRA results are better than the Oconee-RSSMAP results. In addition,
we asssume that the F-V Importance results for Rancho Seco for these failures
is intermediate between the zero value from the AN0-1 PRA and the Oconee result.
Based on these arguments we estimate a F-V Importance value for Rancho
Seco LPI system failures other than those associated with suction valve failures
of 0.06.
4.3 EMERGENCY FEEDWATER SYSTEM COMPARISON
System flow diagrams for AN0-1, Oconee and Rancho Seco are shown in Figures
4.7, 4.8 and 4.9, respectively. Significant differences exist between these
systems, which are best characterized as differences in redundancy of components
and flow paths. These differences provide a logical basis for interpreting
the different values of F-V Importance calculated from the PRAs for AN0-1 and
Oconeee, and for inferring an intermediate value for Rancho Seco.
The Oconee system has the greatest redundancy, with three independent
EFW pump trains feeding the two SGs. Each of the motor driven EFPs takes
suction on upper storage tank (UST) A through a common line with normally
open valves. Each feeds a different SG through separate discharge control
valves. The turbine-driven EFP takes suction from a different source, UST B.
It discharges to a header which splits, with each side feeding one of the SG
lines just upstream of its flow control valve.
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The AN0-1 system, in contrast to Oconee, has the least redundancy. AN0-1
has one motor driven EFW pump and one TDEFP. They are fed by a common header
from the CST, and each discharges to one SG. {Normally closed cross-ties
between discharge lines do exist in both plants, however.)
Important EFW system failure modes identified in the PRAs for
are listed in Table 4.4. F-V Importance values calculated for the
failure modes are also listed. For AN0-1, the high overall system
Importance is seen to result from potential loss of the TDEFP, its
or discharge. Such a failure, combined with an electrical failure
the motor-driven EFP, fails all EFW supply.
TABLE .4.4.

Important EFW System Failure
Modes from PRA Analyses
PRAs Where
Significant

Com~onent

Failure Modes

these plants
identified
F-V
suction,
disabling

P1ant

Im~ortance

Plausibility
At Rancho Seco

1.

TDEFP fails due to
pump, local valve, or
steam supply problems

ANO

oc

0.23
0.02

Yes

2.

Loss of suction from
the CST (UST)

ANO

oc

0.01
0.08

Yes

3.

TDEFP discharge valve
flow control failure

ANO

0.07

Yes

4.

TDEFP fails because
suction valve is load
shed on LOP

OC-RSM

0.03

No

5.

Multiple failure combinations (in 3 parallel
lines) of pump and discharge valves, causing
total flow loss

OC-RSM

0.02

Yes

6.

System response during
ATWS not fast enough to
prevent RCS overpressurization and LOCA

oc

0.01

Yes

For Oconeee the system F-V Importance is considerably lower, and is
dominated by human error in the failure to maintain adequate UST level. The
Oconee-RSSMAP analysis does not identify this.error so strongly, and yields
an even lower F-V Importance value. For Oconee-RSSMAP the most Important
failure is loss of the TDEFP suction which could result during loss of offsite
power, from load shedding of an important valve in the suction train.
4.19

For Rancho Seco, the EFW system F-V Importance is inferred to be
intermediate between AN0-1 and Oconee values. Like AN0-1, the Rancho Seco
system contains only two EFPs. However, one of them, P-318, is driven by both
an electric motor and a steam turbine, which increases system redundancy.
Also, each pump has a separate suction header to the CST, and the outlet headers
are connected by a normally open cross-tie line. Offsetting this increased
redundancy is the fact that loss of 125 VDC bus SOB will both prevent auto
start of the turbine drive and fail 4160 VAC power control for the electric
drive of the common-drive pump.
On the basis of these arguments we have inferred a rather high F-V
Importance for the RS EFW system of 0.2.
4.4 VITAL AC POWER SYSTEM COMPARISON
One-line circuit diagrams for AN0-1, Oconee and Rancho Seco are shown in
Figures 4.10. 4.11 and 4.12, respectively. AN0-1 and Rancho Seco are seen to
be quite similar, in that each has two 4160 volt buses normally powered by
separate trains from the grid, and each powered by a separate diesel generator
during a loss of grid power. Although not shown on Figure 4.12, Rancho Seco
is adding two additional diesel generators to power non-vital buses, which
could be cross-tied to the vital buses in an emergency.
The Oconee system differs from the AN0-1 and Rancho Seco systems in several
ways. Oconee, as AN0-1 and Rancho Seco, has two 4160 volt main feeder buses.
However, they are not usually fed through separate trains, under either normal
or emergency conditions, {although this is easily achieved). A primary factor
behind this design difference is the 87 MW capactiy of the two Keowee hydroelectric generators used for emergency power, compared with the 3 MW capacity
of the diesel generators used at AN0-1 and Rancho Seco. When connected through
overhead lines from the stati on switchyard, either of the two Keowee units
can carry the entire unit 4160 volt load without load-shedding. With load
shedding, when connected through the dedicated underground line to transformer
CT-4, either can carry the entire unit vital power load.
The Oconee 4160 volt main feeder buses are normally powered by either
the plant auxiliary transformer 3T or the startup transformer CT3. If offsite
power is lost, they can still be powered through CT3 by either of the two
Keowee units. In addition, they can be powered from the station 4160 volt
standby buses, which are fed by 4160 volt power from either Oconee Unit 1 or
2, OR by either of the two Keowee units through the underground line to
transformer CT4, OR by a dedicated overhead line from the Lee Steam Station
served by either of two Lee combustion turbines.
Important Vital AC Power system failure modes identified in the PRAs for
these plants are listed in Table 4.5. F-V Importance values calculated for
the important failure modes are also listed. Upon initial examination it may
seem surprising that failure of all AC power sources has a smaller Importance
than failure of a single bus or MCC. However, this simply reflects the fact
that, given power failure to one bus or power supply train, failures of other
systems are more likely than failures of all remaining power sources. In the
AN0-1 PRA the HPI and LPI systems are the ones primarily involved.
4.20
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TABLE 4.5.

Important Vital AC System Failure
Modes from PRA Analyses

Failure Modes
1.

2.
(a)

Failure of all onsite
AC power sources
Failure of one bus or
MCC

PRAs Where
Significant
Plant
Importance
ANO

~:~~1(a)

OC-RSM
ANO

0.03(a)

oc
oc

0.13
0.02

Plausibility
At Rancho Seco
Yes

Yes

The probability of total AC power loss estimated in the Oconee PRA is an
order of magnitude smaller than that estimated in the Oconee-RSSMAP PRA.

To infer an Importance for the Rancho Seco Vital AC system, we reason
primarily from the similarity between the AN0-1 and Rancho Seco systems. In
these plants the provision of two separate emergency power trains, each powered
by a different diesel generator, results in a situation where failure of one
EDG to start or to run directly fails one of the two trains of HPI. Due to
the greater capacity and redundancy of the emergency power sources at Oconee,
emergency safeguards functions are less dramatically affected by single
failures. Consequently, we expect the Rancho Seco system importance to be
similar to that for AN0-1. Due to the provision of two additional EDG units
at Rancho Seco it is reasonable to expect a somewhat higher system reliability,
despite the fact that manual actions would be required to cross-tie to non-vital
buses. Consequently, we infer a F-V Importance value for the Rancho Seco
Vital AC Power system of 0.12.
4.5 DC POWER SYSTEM COMPARISON
One-line circuit diagrams for AN0-1, Oconee and Rancho Seco are shown in
Figures 4.13, 4.14 and 4.15, respectively. Both AN0-1 and Oconee have two
main 125 VDC buses, each powered by a station battery and a battery charger,
with a standby battery charger shared between the two buses. Rancho Seco has
four 125 VDC buses, each powered by a separate battery and battery charger.
These buses are paired into two separate power trains, and a standby battery
charger is provided for each train.
In the Oconee system, power flows from the two main distribution buses
to four sub-buses called power panels. This Oconee system is unique in that
each of these power panels has an alternate supply of 125 VDC power from a
corresponding set of buses and batteries in Unit 1. This backup power supply
is connected through a network of isolating diodes (as is the normal supply)
such that on loss of the normal supply the power panels remain powered without
even a momentary switching delay. Due to this arrangement, loss of the normal
supply does not even cause a reactor trip. As a consequence, in the Oconee
!~~n~~onee-RSSMAP PRAs loss of a 125 VDC bus is not listed as an 1nftfat1ng
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Important DC Power system failure modes identified in the PRAs for these
plants are listed in Table 4.6. F-V Importance values calculated for the
important failure modes are also listed. Due to the much smaller probability
of DC bus loss and subsequent associated core melt at Oconee, none of the
dominant cut set failure sequences contain such failures. This results in
zero Importance values for the two Oconee PRAs.
TABLE 4.6.

Front Line System Failure

Important DC Power System Failure Modes
from PRA Analysis
PRAs Where (a)
Significant
Plant
Importance

1. Common mode failure
of both (all) station
batteries

ANO

0.20

2. Simultaneous independent failure of both
(all) batteries or
both (all) main distribution buses

ANO

0.09

Failure of a single
station battery or
main distribution bus

ANO

0.17

3.

Plausibility
At Rancho Seco

Yes

(a) Due to backup power supplies from Oconee Unit 1 the probability of these
failures leading to core melt is much lower at Oconee than at AN0-1.
(b) Rancho Seco has four station batteries and associated main distribution
buses. However, they are aligned into just two independent power trains.
The loss of one particular battery in each power train could fail both
trains of HPI or EFW.
In the AN0-1 PRA the greatest single contribution of DC Power system
failures to core melt probability is the common mode failure of both station
batteries due to improper surveillance and maintenance activities. However,
procedural changes made as a result of the study are believed to have greatly
reduced this probability. Assuming that surveillance procedures at Rancho
Seco preclude testing of more than one battery by the same personnel on the
same day, this common mode failure of all station batteries should have a
small probability and associated F-V Importance there.
In the AN0-1 PRA the simultaneous independent failure of both station
batteries or of both main 125 VDC buses is a significant contributor to core
melt probability. At Rancho Seco the simultaneous fafJure of all four stat1on
batterfes would be expected to be considerably less likely. However· Ranch0
Seco does not have four independent DC power tr 1
bt .
'
divided between two buses/batteries each I a hns, u JUst two, with loads
• n eac train, one of the buses
4.28

supplies control power, and the other supplies motive power for motor-operated
Safety Features Valves. In each train, loss of control power results in loss
of the corresponding train of HPI and EFW. As a consequence, we expect the
Importance of failures of both DC power trains at Rancho Seco to be quite
similar to that at AN0-1, though it may be somewhat smaller.
In the AN0-1 PRA the most Important failure mode is failure of one 125
VDC bus (failing the corresponding train of HPI and EFW), in combination with
simultaneous independent failures of the opposite trains of HPI and EFW.
This failure mode is equally valid at Rancho Seco. As discussed above, in
each of the 125 VDC power trains one bus supplies control power to components
in the corresponding trains of HPI and EFW. Thus, failure of this bus will
fail these corresponding HPI and EFW trains. Consequently, we expect the
Importance of this failure mode at Ranch Seco to be similar to that at AN0-1.
On the basis of the above arguments we infer a F-V Importance of 0.2 for
the DC Power system at Rancho Seco.
4.6 SERVICE WATER SYSTEM COMPARISON
System flow diagrams for AN0-1, Oconee and Rancho Seco are shown in Figures
4.16, 4.17, 4.18 and 4.19, and 4.20 and 4.21, respectively. The AN0-1 system
has three pumps, as opposed to two in the Oconee and Rancho Seco systems.
However, during normal operation only two are in use, and only these operating
pumps receive a safety features actuation system (SFAS) signal. The AN0-1
system has two redundant loops which are cross-tied during normal operation,
but which are automatically isolated upon receipt of a safeguards actuation
signal. In the AN0-1 PRA analysis no credit is given for one loop backing up
the other during an SFAS condition. AN0-1 system loads are not shown in the
figure. They are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Reactor Building Cooling system cooling coils
Diesel generator jacket heat exchangers
HPI pump lube oil coolers
HPI pump room air coolers
Circulating water pumps bearing lubrication
LPI/RB Spray pump room air coolers
LPI pump bearing coolers
LPI system heat exchangers
· RB Spray pump bearing lube oil coolers.

loads for the Oconee system are similar to those for AN0-1, with two
important exceptions. Since Oconee emergency AC power is hydroelectric, no
EDG cooling is required. An important additional load, however, is cooling
for both of the Oconee motor driven EFW pumps plus the steam turbine driven
EFW pump and its turbine oil cooler. The two low pressure service water (LPSW)
headers at Oconee are cross tied by locked open manual valves, and either one
of the two pumps can supply loads during normal or emergency conditions.
During normal operation one of the pumps is operating. The other is in standby
and starts automatically on receipt of an SFAS signal.
4.29
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At Rancho Seco the Nuclear Service Raw Water (NSRW) System cools the
Nuclear Service Cooling Water (NSW) system, which contains the LPI coolers
and the RB Cooling units. The NSRW System itself cools the HPI and LPI/RBS
pump lube oil coolers, the emergency pump room air coolers, and the EDGs.
Thus, it carries basically the same loads as at AN0-1. The Rancho Seco NSW
and NSRW systems each consist of two independent and redundant loops, either
of which can remove the entire decay heat load during a normal or emergency
cool down.
Table 4.7 lists the failures of front line systems caused by service
water system failures which are found in the dominant cut sets of the PRAs.
The values of F-V Importance calculated for these failures are also listed.
As extensively discussed in the following paragraphs, a review of these results,
and the details of the PRA analyses which produced them, points out fundamental
differences in the assumptions and analyses of the various PRAs. With regard
to SWS failure, these differences are so great that we cannot reasonably
estimate an F-V Importance value for Rancho Seco, except to state that it is
potentially large. We remind the reader that our calculations of F-V Importance
values involve summing core melt frequencies from dominant cut sets. Other
methods have been used for assigning Importance values to support systems in
other analyses. In particular, calculating support system Importance as the
sum of the values of Importances for systems supported has been used (Taylor
1986).
From Table 4.7 it is seen that failure of the SWS is important for
different reasons in each of the three PRAs studied. In the AN0-1 PRA, the
dominant cut sets containing SWS failures all lead to core melt via failures
of one or both trains of the HPI system. Most of these failures are in
conjunction with LOCAs of varying sizes (i.e., inability to maintain inventory),
although some occur with an AC bus failure (which fails one train of HPI) and
an independendent EFW system failure (i.e., loss of heat removal opens
safety/relief valves, with makeup capability failed). The F-V Importance of
these failures is small (0.03).
In the Oconee-RSSMAP PRA, all of the dominant cut sets containing SWS
failures lead to core mel t via the loss of heat removal and makeup capability.
At Oconeee the LPSW system cools not only the HPI pumps, but the EFW pumps as
well. Failure of this system, therefore, leads to open safety valves and
loss of makeup capability. The F-V Importance of these failures is large
(0.19).
At Rancho Seco the EFW pumps are cooled by their own discharge flow.
Consequently, it is tempti ng to estimate a F-V Importance for the Rancho Seco
SWS system which is intermediate between the two values listed above, probably
closer to the low AN0-1 value. However, the results of the Oconee PRA greatly
complicate this determination.
In the Oconee PRA all of the dominant cut sets containing SWS failures
lead to core melt via RC pump seal LOCAs induced by the loss of seal injection
(HPI failure) caused by the loss of the LPSW system. The effects of SWS loss
on EFW operation are not discussed in addressing these failures, although
fault trees clearly incorporate the effects of SWS loss on EFW pump operation;
4.36

the existence of an RCS leakage pathway through the seals apparently provides
a sufficient failure mechanism to cause core uncovery and melt. The F-V
Importance of these failures is quite large (0.28).
TABLE 4.7.

Important Front Line System Failures Caused by
SWS Failures Identified from the PRA Analyses

Front Line System Failure

PRAs Where
Significant
P1ant
Importance

Plausibility
At Rancho Seco

1.

HPI train fails due
to local fault in
corresponding SWS train

ANO

0.03

Yes

2.

LPI recirculation fails
due to LPI cooler loss
from SWS flow blockage

oc

0.002

Yes

3.

RCP seal leaks at
tripped RCPs due to
loss of HPI seal injection caused by SWS
loss

oc

0.27

Yes

4.

RCP seal LOCA caused
by operator failure to
trip RCPs within 15
minutes of loss of all
seal cooling (seal injection plus component
cooling loss) due to
SWS loss

oc

0.01

No(a)

5.

Total cooling loss
(EFW and HPI feed / bleed)
due to SWS loss

OC-RSM

0.19

No(b)

(a)
(b)

Seal cooling of operating RCPs at Rancho Seco is not failed by NSRW loss .
The Component Cooling System rejects heat to the eire water canal via the
Pl~nt Cooling Water System.
At Rancho Seco the EFW pumps are cooled by a portion of their own discharge
flow, not by the SWS.

Two RCS leak rates are associated with the RCP seal LOCAs addressed in
the Oconee PRA. The larger leak rate is 100 gpm per pump, developing within
one hour of operator failure to trip the RCPs prior to 15 minutes after loss
of all seal cooling. (The cause of seal cooling loss would be seal injection
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loss due to HPI failure, and loss of heat removal from the component cooling
system to the failed LPSW system.) This failure has only a small F-V
Importance, however (0.01).
The RCP seal leak rate having the largest F-V Importance in the Oconee
PRA (0.27) is small - 15 gpm per pump for a non-rotating pump, developing
within one hour of loss of seal injection and component cooling. However,
the resulting total leak rate exceeds the makeup capability of the Oconee
Standby Shutdown Facility, and the discussion in the PRA states that this,
therefore, leads to core melt. (Interestingly enough, these cut sets also
incorporate the assumption that the operators fail (with a 10% probability)
to utilize the SSF for emergency seal injection after HPI is lost.
From the above discussion it is clear that considerable differences exist
between the assumptions made in the Oconee and Oconee-RSSMAP PRAs, particularly
with respect to the loss of RCP seal cooling and the effects of seal leakage.
The obvious question then becomes, how did the AN0-1 PRA address this topic?
In the AN0-1 PRA, the effects of RCP seal cooling loss to non-rotating
RCPs were not modeled. The rationale for this approach is discussed in a
section on analysis uncertainties. The justification for omitting this effect
is that an experiment has shown that " ••• siginificant leakage did not occur
for 56 hours following interruption of seal cooling to a (new) static Byron
Jackson RCP seal." Furthermore, an assumed leakage of 10 gpm per pump would
not yield core uncovery for 16 hours, which " ••• should be ample time to perform
the recovery actions necessary to restore the HPI system and prevent a core
melt."
The AN0-1 PRA uncertainty discussion also presents the results of
calculations assuming a 70 gpm per pump leakage from uncooled static RCP seals.
Predicted core uncovery in 5-6 hours reduces the HPI recovery likelihood, and
results in increasing the total core melt probability by a factor of three.
Not all of this increase would be attributable to SWS failures, since onsite
and offsite electrical upsets can also result in loss of RCP seal cooling.
Nevertheless, calculation of an F-V Importance using the results of this
analysis yield a value of 0.24 for the SWS (compared with 0.03 from Table 4.7).
From the above discussion, it is clear that differing assumptions of RCP
seal leakage effects are used in the PRAs studied here, and that they profoundly
affect the results of the analyses. What are the implications of this for
the Rancho Seco SWS?
Rancho Seco uses Bingham-Willamette RCPs, as does Oconee Unit 3. Seal
cooling (other than direct seal injection) for these pumps is provided by an
external heat exchanger, through which water is circulated by an auxilliary
impeller on the pump shaft. Consequently, for a non-rotating pump this cooling
source is lost regardless of whether cooling water is supplied to the pump
cooler. This distinction is noted because at Rancho Seco this pump cooler is
not cooled by the SWS. (Instead, it is cooled by the Component Cooling Water
system, which is cooled by the Plant Cooling Water System using water from
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5.0 INSPECTION IMPLICATIONS FOR RANCHO SECO SYSTEMS
This section presents system-specific information for four of the systems
analyzed in Section 4.0. We could not analyze all six of the systems due to
resource constraints. We chose to analyze the four systems which physically
transport heat from the core: HPJ, LPI, EFW, and Service Water. Other systems
could be analyzed similarly with modest additional resources. This information
was developed from review of Rancho· seco systems descriptions used for operator
training, P&IOs, electrical prints, and operating procedures. For each system,
the presentation is organized around the plausible Rancho Seco failure modes
identified from the surrogate plant PRAs.
Rancho Seco components associated with the major failure modes are
identified (e.g., motor-operated valves, which must respond to a safety features
actuation signal) along with their sources of motor and control power. We
have also identified related components of lesser importance (i.e., check
valves, which could bind on their seats, or manually operated valves subject
to mispositioning). Information on the lesser-importance components is included
for two reasons. First, since we were not starting from a plant specific
PRA, a broader focus is clearly appropriate. Second, we wanted to document,
in a usable fashion, as much as possible of the system specific information
which we collected for this project. This documentation was an important
goal of our project.
5.1 HPJ SYSTEM
In previous sections, the BWST and its outlet valves were treated as
part of the LPI System because of system assignments made in PRAs for other
plants. In this section, however, we consider the entire flow path from the
BWST to be part of the HPJ System. We have introduced this change for
functional reasons.
In most situations where injection is required, it is HPJ, not LPI, that
is needed. The need for LPI results mainly from large break LOCAs, and when
operation in the "piggy-back• mode requires LPI to supply HPJ suction from
the RB sump. Even during large break LOCAs LPI suction is soon shifted to
the RB sump, after the BWST is exhausted. Therefore, it is functionally
appropriate to treat the entire HPI flowpath as part of the HPJ system.
Based on review of Tables 4.2 and 4.3, the following system failure modes
are expected to be significant contributors to core melt frequency at Rancho
Seco.
1. Failure or mispositioning of HPJ suction header valves.
2. HPJ pump failure.
3. Failure or mispositioning of HPI discharge valves.
4. Inability of the BWST to supply flow.
5. Failure or mispositioning of manual and check valves.

5.1

In the following sections each of these failure modes is discussed with
specific reference to the Rancho Seco HPI system as shown in Figure 5.1 (copy
of Figure 4.3).
5.1.1.

Failure Or Mispositioning Of HPI Suction Header Valves

As seen in Tables 4.2 and 4.3, the F-V Importance of this failure mode
is high, particularly in the AN0-1 PRA. Maintenance, surveillance, line-up
checks and operating procedures are important to ensure the operability of
MOVs and correct positioning and locking of manual valves.
Failure of suction to either train of HPI can result from failure of its
MOV suction header valve to open on receipt of an SFAS signal or from
mispositioning of its locked open manual isolation valve to the closed position.
These valves and their power supplies are:
A train:
8 train:
5.1.2.

MOV SFV-25003, MCC-S2A1 brkr 2A137; manual 8WS-001
MOV SFV-25004, MCC-S281 brkr 28146; manual 8WS-002.

HPI Pump Failure

In the normal system lineup, HPI pump failure is more serious in the 8
train. This is because it contains only pump P-2388, and it is isolated by
locked closed manual valves from the A train which contains both pump P-238A
and the makeup pump P-236 . However, when the crosstie valves are positioned
so that the makeup pump is paralleled with the 8 train, the A train becomes
more important.
As seen in Table 4.2, both HPI pump and valve failures have a significant
F-V Importance in the single-pump train. This Importance is equally shared
between pump and valves. Careful inspection attention is warranted to ensure
that the operability of both HPI pumps and of the makeup pump is maintained,
since either HPI pump may be lined up individually, and the operability of
the makeup pump is what makes the parallel-pump train less important.
HPI pump failure can result from failure of 4160 VAC pump motor power or
125 VDC control power to operate the 4160 VAC motor power breaker. It can
also result from failure of the breaker trip/closing coil circuitry, or failure
to reset lockouts (reset of the "486 relay" requires operation of the local
pistol-grip switch to the "TRIP-RESET" position). It can also result from
failure of the auxiliary lube oil pump to provide lubrication during startup
before the main gear driven pump can take over.
HPI pump failure can also result from failure of the Nuclear Service Raw
Water System, which cools the HPI pump lube oil and the pump room coolers,
and from failure of the room cooler fans.
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Sources of electrical power required for operation of the HPI pumps are:
HPI Pump P-238A
Motor power:
4160 VAC bus 4A, brkr 4A04
Control power: 125 VDC panel SOA, brkr A08
Lube oil power: 480 VAC MCC-S2A1, brkr 2A102
HPI Pump P-238B
Motor power:
4160 VAC bus 4B, brkr 4B07
Control power: 125 VDC panel SOB, brkr B08
Lube oil power: 480 VAC MCC-S2B1, brkr 2B102
5.1.3.

Failure Or Mispositioning of HPI Discharge (Injection) Valves

The HPI system has four motor-operated discharge valves, each injecting
flow into one of the four RCS cold legs. Thus, the failure of one valve will
not fail an entire train of HPI. However, as is discussed below, common mode
failures are possible. After passing through the HPI discharge valve, injection
flow passes through two more valves before entering the RCS. In three of the
injection lines, these are a locked open stop check valve and a final check
valve. In the line to the D RC pump, a motor-operated valve is used instead
of a stop check valve. This MOV is used to provide an alternate source of
pressurizer spray by diverting flow from this HPI line. Mispositioning of
this MOV, or of a stop check valve, or check valve binding could fail injection
flow to one or more of the four RCS injection points.
Due to the use of separate discharge valves for each cold leg the F-V
Importance of single valve failure is low. Hardware operability and procedure
aspects of surveillance and maintenance which may affect multiple valves, are
important to minimize the probability of common mode failure.
The motor-operated safety features injection valves receive motor and
control power from the vital 125 VDC system. Failure of one DC battery/bus
causes a common mode failure of motor power to both valves in one train.
Failure of one DC battery/bus causes a common mode failure of control power
to all of these valves when they are in the normal electrical lineup; however
alternate power from a second battery/bus in the opposite electrical train is
available.
These valves and, where appropriate, their power supplies are:
SFV-23809 (train A):
motor power
control power (normal)
control power (alternate)
stop check valve
check valve

panel SOC, brkr C05
panel SOA - H45DA5, brkr DSA5-11
panel SOB - H45DBOO, brkr DSB00-14
SIM-040
SIM-041

5.4

SFV-23811 (train A):
motor power
control power (normal)
control power (alternate)
stop check valve
check valve

panel SOC, brkr COS
panel SOA - H45DA5, brkr DSA5-13
panel SOB - H45DBOO, brkr DSB00-15
SIM-036
SIM-037

SFV-23810 (train B):
motor power
control power (normal)
control power (alternate)
MOV
check valve

panel SOD, brkr D03
panel SOA - H45DA5, brkr DSA5-15
panel SOB - H45DBO, brkr DSB010
HV-23801
SIM-050

SFV-23812 (train B):
motor power
control power (normal)
control power (alternate)
stop check valve
check valve
5.1.4.

panel SOD, brkr D05
panel SOA - H45DA5, brkr DSA5-12
panel SOB - H45DBO, brkr DSB0-11
SIM-047
SIM-049

Inability Of The BWST To Supply Flow

BWST failure modes include loss of level, blockage caused by boric acid
crystalizat1on due to heater loss, and failure of the two tank vents to equalize
pressure. These failure modes have low probability, and as seen in Table
4.3, the F-V Importance of this failure mode is low. No particularly important
areas of emphasis were identified.
BWST level loss could result from loss of indication and alarm. Failure
of LI-25001 would fail all control room level indication. Failure of LI-25008
would fail all backup indication (local) and the LO-LO level alarm.
Boric acid crystalization is prevented by heaters which maintain the
BWST temperature above 75 degrees F. Loss of thermostatic control, 480 VAC
heater power or manually switching heaters off could cause tank cooling
resulting in crystallization.
Boric acid crystallization in the BWST outlet headers is prevented by the
Header Warming Pump P-251 which recirculates header contents back to the BWST.
This pump and associated manual valving is shown in Figure 5.2. Failure of
recirculation could result from loss of pump power from 480 BAC motor control
center MCC-S2E1, from mispositioning of manual valves BWS-005, 006, 007, 009,
or 011, or from failure of check valves BWS-003, 004, 008 or 010.
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5.1.5.

Failure Or Mispositioning Of Manual And Check Valves

Between the MOV suction and discharge valves of the HPJ system each train
contains manually operated valves and check valves on both the suction and
discharge sides. These are:
Train A suction:
manual SJM-051, SJM-053; check SJM-052
discharge: manual SJM-059; check SJM-058
Train B suction:
manual SIM-042, SJM-044; check SJM-043
discharge: manual SJM-046; check SJM-045
Mispositioning of the normally open manual valves, or binding of the
check valves could cause loss of flow from the corresponding HPI pump.
HPI system valve lineups are listed in operating procedure A.15.
verification requirements are also given.

Lineup

Makeup pump P-236 is normally crosstied to HPJ train A by locked open
manual valves, and isolated from train B by locked closed manual valves .
Mispositioning of the normally open crosstie valves could remove the redundancy
provided by the MUP to train A. Mispositioning of the normally closed crosstie
valves, crossconnecting the separate trains, could allow a pipe failure in
one train to fail the other train as well. These crosstie valves are:
manual crossties to train A - suction: SJM-054, SJM-055
(locked open)
discharge: SJM-038, SJM-039
manual crossties to train B - suction: SJM-056, SIM-057
(locked closed)
discharge: SIM-068, SJM-069
The F-V Importance of these manual and check valves is low. However,
proper surveillance of valve hardware and lineup should be maintained.
Heat Removal Necessary For HPI Operation
The Nuclear Service Raw Water System cools the HPJ and makeup pump lube
oil coolers and the emergency pump room air coolers. Closure of any of the
manually operated inlet or outlet valves for these coolers could result in
failure of the corresponding HPI pump. These valves are:
Train A - pump lube oil cooler: NSW-013, NSW-014
pump room air cooler: NSW-061, NSW-062
Train B - pump lube oil cooler:
pump room air cooler:

NSW-015, NSW-017
NSW-067, NSW-068

Makeup pump - lube oil cooler: NSW-016, NSW-018
pump room air cooler: NSW-065, NSW-066
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Failure of the fan motors in either of the emergency pump room coolers
could likewise result in failure of the corresponding HPI/MU pump. These
fans are powered by 480 VAC motor control centers:
Train A:
MCC-S2A1, brkr 2A116
Train B:
MCC-S2B1, brkr 28119
Makeup pump: MCC-S2B1, brkr 18117 normal
MCC-S2A1, brkr 2A118 alternate
5.2 LPI SYSTEM
In this section we consider the system flowpath from the HPI/LPI/RB Spray
suction header to the reactor vessel. The BWST and the suction header MOVs
(SFV-25003,4) are discussed in the Section 5.0 because their proper functioning
is essential to the achievement of HPI injection flow.
Based on review of Table 4.3, the following system failure modes are
expected to be contributors of medium to low F-V Importance to core melt
frequency at Rancho Seco. Performance of proper maintenance and surveillance
of system hardware, proper system lineup, and proper implementation of
procedures should be maintained.
1. Failure or mispositioning of
2. Failure or mispositioning of
3. Open recirculation valves to
4. LPI pump failure
5. Failure of LPI recirculation
6. Interfacing LOCA.

LPI discharge valves
LPI throttle valves
the BWST
suction valves

In the following sections each of these failure modes is discussed with
specific reference to the Rancho Seco LPI system as shown in Figure 5.2 (copy
of Figure 4.6).
5.2.1 Failure Or Mispositioning Of LPI Discharge Valves
Each train of LPI discharges to the reactor vessel core flood nozzles
through a motor-operated safety features valve, followed by a stop check valve
and a final check valve. Failure of a MOV to open on demand, or mispositioning
of it or a stop check valve, or check valve binding, will thus fail one of
the independent LPI trains. These valves, and power supplies for the MOVs are:
Train A: · SFV-26005, 480 VAC MCC S2A1, brkr 2A138
stop check valve DHS-015
check valve
RCS-001
Train B: SFV-26006, 480 VAC MCC S2B1, brkr 28147.
stop check valve DHS-016
check valve
RCS-002
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Each train of LPI may also discharge through a normally closed MOV to
the corresponding train of HPI, allowing HPJ operation with suction from the
R6 sump after the 6WST is emptied (piggy back mode). Failure of this MOV to
open will thus prevent HPJ operation in the recirculation mode. These valves
and their power supplies are:
Train A:
Train 6:

HV-26007, 480 VAC MCC S2A1, brkr 2A139
HV-26008, 480 VAC MCC S261, brkr 26148.

5.2.2 Failure Or Mispositioning Of LPI Throttle Valves
After passing through the decay heat removal (DHR) coolers, flow in each
LPI train is throttled by a MOV. Temperature control during DHR operation is
achieved by balancing flow through each cooler with flow through a line
bypassing it. This bypass flow is controlled by a MOV which is closed during
LPI injection operation~
For each LPI train, flow through the DHR cooler is prevented if the MOV
throttle valve fails to open adequately on receipt of an SFAS signal. In
addition, LPI pump damage may result if excessive flow is allowed. This can
result from failure of the MOV in the open position; from the bypass MOV failing
open; or from operator error in failing to recognize and control excessive
LPI flow. This operator error is likely to affect both LPI trains, and thus
represents a potential common mode failure of the LPI system. Yet another
failure mode is possible if flow is allowed to bypass the coolers in the LPI
recirculation mode. This could result in pump failure due to overheating.
LPI throttling valves involved in these failure modes and their power
supplies are:
Train A throttling: SFV-26039, 480 VAC MCC-S2A1 brkr 2A106
bypass: HV-26037,
2A107
Train 6 throttling: SFV-26038, 480 VAC MCC-S261 brkr 26163
bypass: HV-26038,
26142
5.2.3 Open Recirculation Valves to the 6WST
Quarterly surveillance testing requires LPI pump flow measurements using
the 8-inch recirculation line to the BWST. Operator failure to close manual
. valve DHS-033 in this line would fail LPI train 6 directly, since the cross-tie
valve, HV-26047, leading to this line is normally open. If the cross-tie
valve, HV-26046, from train A were also left open, this would provide a common
mode failure of all LPI. A similar failure mode could also result following
recirculation tests to the Spent Fuel Pool, if proper valve alignment was not
restored.
LPI train independence would be lost if cross-tie valve HV-260046 were
left open after use or testing. In this case, a piping failure in one train
would fail both trains.
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Valves used in recirculation testing, and their power supplies, are:
manual recirculation valve:
Train A cross-tie valve:
Train 6 cross-tie valve:

DHS-033
HV-26046, 480 VAC MCC-S2A1, brkr 2A164
HV-26047, 480 VAC MCC-S261, brkr 26165

5.2.4 LPI Pump Failure
LPI pump failure can result from failure of 4160 VAC pump motor power or
125 VDC control power to operate the 4160 VAC motor power breaker. It can
also result from failure of the breaker trip/closing coil circuitry, or failure
to reset lockouts (reset of the "486 relay" requires operation of the local
pistol-grip switch to the "TRIP-RESET" position).
LPI pump failure can also result from failure of the Nuclear Service Raw
Water (NSRW) System or failure of the Nuclear Service Cooling Water (NSW)
System. Failure of the NSRW system would remove cooling from the pump bearing
lube oil and the pump room coolers. Failure of fans in the pump room coolers
would also fail pump room cooling. Failure of the NSW system would remove
cooling from the LPI heat exchangers, resulting in pump overheating when in
the LPI recirculation mode. The LPI pumps and their sources of motor and
contol power are:
LPI Pump P-261A
Motor power:
4160 VAC bus 4A, brkr 4A05
Control power: 125 VDC panel SOA, brkr A08
LPI Pump P-2616
Motor power:
Control power:

4160 VAC bus 46, brkr 4609
125 VDC panel SOB, brkr 808

5.2.5 Failure Of LPI Recirculation Suction Valves
Failure of the MOV suction valves to the R6 sump will prevent LPI operation
in the recirculation mode. In some cases recirculation from the RCS may be
required if RCS inventory is being maintained, and failure of either of the
sequential MOVs in the drop line will preclude this mode of operation. These
valves and their power supplies are:
A train:
6 train:

HV-26105, 480 VAC MCC-S2A1 brkr 2A171
HV-26106, 480 VAC MCC-S261 brkr 26151

RCS drop line valves:

HV-20001, 480 VAC MCC-S2A1 brkr 2A171
HV-20002, 480 VAC MCC-S261 brkr 26107

Failure Or Mispositioning Of Other Valves
Each LPI pump train has check and manual isolation valves at the suction
and discharge of each pump. Check valve binding or manual valve closure would
fail injection flow in either train. These valves are:
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Train A manual valves: DHS-005, DHS-011
check valves: DHS-003, DHS-007
Train 8 manual valves: DHS-006, DHS-012
check valves: DHS-004, DHS-008
LPI system valve lineups are listed in operating procedure A.B.
verification requirements are also given.

Lineup

Heat Removal Necessary For LPI Operation
The Nuclear Service Raw Water System cools the LPI pump bearing lube oil
coolers and from the emergency pump room air coolers. Closure of any of the
manually operated inlet or outlet valves for these coolers could result in
failure of the corresponding LPI pump. These valves are:
Train A - pump lube oil cooler:
pump room air cooler:

NSW-055, NSW-057
NSW-063, NSW-064

Train 8 - pump lube oil cooler: NSW-056, NSW-058
pump room air cooler: NSW-069, NSW-070
Failure of the fan motors in either of the emergency pump room coolers
could likewise result in failure of the corresponding LPI pump. These fans
are powered by 480 VAC motor control centers:
Train A: MCC-S2A1, brkr 2A124
Train 8: MCC-S281, brkr 28123
The Nuclear Service Cooling Water System cools the LPI/DHR coolers which
remove heat from LPI water recirculated from the R8 sump. Heat is then
transferred to the NSRW system in the NSW coolers. Closure of any of the
normally open MOVs at the inlet or outlet of the coolers in the NSW system,
or of the manual valves in the NSRW system, could result in failure of the
corresponding LPI pump. These valves and their 480 VAC power supplies are:
Train A- NSW valves: SFV-26017, MCC-S2A1 brkr 2A140
SFV-26019,
2A141
NSRW manual valves:
NRW-001,NRW-003
Train 8 - NSW valves: SFV-26016, MCC-S281 brkr 28149
SFV-26018,
28150
NSRW manual valves:
NRW-002, NRW-004.
5.3 EMERGENCY FEEDWATER SYSTEM
Based on review of Table 4.4, the following system failure modes are
expected to be contributors of medium F-V Importance to core melt frequency
at Rancho Seco. Performance of proper maintenance and surveillance of system
hardware, proper system lineup, and proper implementation of procedures should
be maintained.
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1. Pump failure to start or run.
2. Loss of suction from the CST.
3. Failure or mispos i tioning of discharge valves.
4. Mispositioning of test and cross-tie valves.
In the following secti ons each of these failure modes is discussed with
specific reference to the Rancho Seco EFW system as shown in Figure 5.3 (copy
of Figure 4.9).
5.3.1 Pump Failure To Start Or Run
Pump P-318 - Turbine and Motor Driven Pump
Auto start is accomplished by supplying steam to the pump turbine. This
requires that the steam supply valve SFV-30801 control be postitioned to "Auto";
otherwise auto start will be defeated. It also requires that the motor control
splines have been reengaged by reseting the overspeed trip control. Starting
of the motor drive for the pump is manual, and in addition, requires use of a
special key operated switch if 4160 VAC vital bus 4B is powered by its EDG.
Auto start of this pump requires successful operation of one or more of
the following:
SFAS channel 2B
RCP motor power monitor channels B and D
MFW header pressure switches PSL-31757 and PSL-31758.
Pump start requires:
steam valve control power
125 VDC panel SOB, brkr B03
or
motor power
4160 VAC bus 4B, brkr 4B10
control power
125 VDC panel SOB, brkr B08.
Thus loss of 125 VDC panel SOB provides a common mode failure of both turbine
and electric motor power to this pump.
Cooling is provided by EFW water supplied from the pump•s first stage.
Manual outlet isolation valves from the pump bearing cooler, FWS-703, and
from the turbine bearing cooler, FWS-711, must be open.
The minimum flow recirculation path to the condenser must be open to
prevent pump overheating during low flow conditions. Manual valve FWS-051
must be locked open.
Pump cavitation and destruction could result from back-leakage from the
steam generator through check valves FWS-061 and FWS-047 heating the casing
and lowering NPSH.
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Pump P-319 - Electric Motor Driven Pump
Auto start of this pump requires successful operation of one of the
following:
SFAS channel 2A
RCP motor power monitor channels A and C
MFW header pressure switches PSL-31759 and PSL-31760.
It also requires that the control be placed in "Auto" except for SFAS initiated
starts.
Pump start requires:
motor power
control power

4160 VAC bus 4A, brkr 4A06
125 VDC panel SOA, brkr A08.

Cooling is provided by EFW water supplied from the pump first stage.
The manual outlet isolation valve from the pump bearing cooler, FWS-702, must
be open.
The minimum flow recirculation path to the condenser must be open to
prevent pump overheating during low flow conditions. Manual valve FWS-050
must be locked open.
Pump cavitation and destruction could result from back-leakage from the
steam generator through check valves FWS-062 and FWS-048 heating the casing
and lowering NPSH.
5.3.2 Loss Of Suction From The CST
Loss of suction from the condensate storage tank (CST) can result in
pump destruction. Possible causes include loss of level, breach of the tank,
inability to make up, loss of heat tracing, and failure or mispositioning of
valves in the suction lines.
Loss of CST level could result if indication were lost. There is only
one level transmitter on the CST, LIT-35803. However, there are three level
switches with annunciators to alert operators to High, Low, and LO-LO levels;
LSH-35806, LSL-35808, and LSLL-35807.
CST breach could result from physical damage or from plugging of the
tank vent, with a failure of the nitrogen purge system.
Inability to make up to the CST could result from plant air failure to
pneumatic valves in the Makeup Demineralizer system.
The entire EFW system is located outside at Rancho Seco, and all lines
are heat traced. Power is supplied from the 480 VAC vital buses 2Al and 281.
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The suction line from the CST to each EFW pump contains two locked open
manual valves which could be mispositioned and one check valve which could
bind on its seat. These are:
Train A (Pump P-319)
manual valves
check valve

FWS-046, MCM-058
MCM-060

Train B (Pump P-318)
manual valves
check valve

FWS-045, MCM-057
MCM-059.

5.3.3 Failure Or Mispositioning Of Discharge Valves
Each EFW train has two parallel discharge valves to its steam generator.
One valve is pneumatically controlled by the ICS to maintain SG level at 30"
if RCPs are operating, and at 50% on the operating range if not. In parallel
is a motor operated safety features valve which opens fully on an SFAS signal.
The pneumatic valves fail open on loss of instrument air. On loss of
ICS power they fail to a pre-throttled position to prevent overcooling. Failure
modes which would result in their failing shut include mechanical binding,
leaving them hand-jacked in the shut position, misalignment at the valve
actuator, or leaving their control switches in the "Close" position.
The motor-operated safety features valves would not open on and SFAS
signal if 480 VAC motor power or 125 VDC control power were lost.
Additional valves in each train include a check valve and a locked open
manual isolation valves at the discharge of each pump, and downstream of the
flow control valves discussed above.
These valves and their power sources (where applicable) are:
Train A (Pump P-319)
pneumatic ICS valve
SFAS valve motor power
control power
pump discharge check valve
manual isolation valve
system discharge check valve
manual isolation valve

FV-20528
SFV-20578, MCC-2A1 brkr 2A122
panel SOA, brkr A05
FWS-048
FWS-054
FWS-062
FWS-064
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Train B (Pump P-318)
pneumatic ICS valve
SFAS valve motor power
control power
pump discharge check valve
manual isolation valve
system discharge check valve
manual isolation valve

FV-20527
SFV-20577, MCC-2B1 brkr 2B160
panel SOB, brkr B05
FWS-047
FWS-053
FWS-061
FWS-063

5.3.4 Mispositioning Of Test And Cross-tie Valves
The EFW pump discharge lines are crossconnected by a full diameter (6")
header. This header is normally open, although motor operated valves are
located at each end to allow isolation. Mispositioning of these valves could
block cross flow if either of the EFW pumps fail. A second, smaller (1")
cross-tie exists through lines connecting to the SG drain booster pumps.
Manual valves in this cross-tie are normally closed. Cross-tie valves and
their power supplies {where appropriate) are:
Train A (Pump P-319) side
HV-31827 - motor power 480 VAC bus 2A1, brkr 2A108
control power 125 VDC bus SOA, brkr A05
FWS-125, FWS-127
Train B (Pump P-318) side
HV-31826 - motor power 480 VAC bus 2B1, brkr 2B159
control power 125 VDC bus SOB, brkr B05
FWS-126, FWS-128
Quarterly EFW pump testing requires use of the full-flow test recirculation
line to the LP condenser. This line taps off the crossconnect header between
the two normally open MOVs. If this line were left open it could provide a
common mode failure of the system by allowing EFW discharge to bypass the SGs
and to flow directly to the condenser. It should be noted that the EFW pumps
are tested individually, with the crossconnect header isolated from the train
not being tested. Consequently, this testing provides a mechanism which could
lead to inadvertent crossconnect isolation if appropriate valve lineups are
not restored after testing.
The test flow line to the condenser contains the following normally closed
valves:
FWS-055 manual valve
FV-31855 pneumatic valve.
The air operated valve will fail closed on either loss of air or loss of
power to the positioning solenoids. Mispositioning or mechanical binding
could fail it in the open position. Under EFIC (Emergency Feedwater Initiation
and Control) system control this valve will close upon an EFIC initiation.
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EFW valve lineup checklists are listed in operating procedure A.51.
Lineup verification requirements are also given.
5.4 SERVICE WATER SYSTEMS
This section discusses failure modes expected to be significant
contributors to core melt frequency at Rancho Seco, based on review of the
SWS failures in the dominant cut sets of the PRAs studied. Failure modes are
discussed with specific reference to the Rancho Seco systems: the Nuclear
Service Cooling Water System and the Nuclear Service Raw Water System as shown
in Figures 5.4 and 5.5 (copies of Figures 4.20 and 4.21).
The following failure modes are expected to be significant for the NSRW
system at Rancho Seco.
1. Pump failure to start or run.
2. Mispositioning of header manual valves.
3. Erroneous isolation of coolers.
4. Failure of pump room cooler fans.
5.4.1 Nuclear Service Raw Water System
In the following sections each of these failure modes is discussed with
specific reference to the Rancho Seco NSRW system.
5.4.1.1 Pump Failure To Start Or Run
The NSRW system is comprised of two trains. They are cross-connected,
but they are separated by locked closed manual valves. Consequently, failure
of a pump removes cooling to all of the ESF components cooled by NSRW in the
corresponding train; the HPI and LPI/RB Spray lube oil coolers, the emergency
pump room air coolers, the EDG coolers, and the NSW coolers which receive
heat from the LPI coolers and the RB emergency cooling units. Periodic
surveillance testing, maintenance activities (including proper use of
procedures), and the assurance of availability of electric power are important
to ensure that the operability of these pumps is maintained.
Motor power for the NSRW pumps is from the 4160 VAC vital buses, and
control power for breaker operation providing automatic start on SFAS signal
receipt is from the 125 VDC vital buses.
NSRW Pump P-472A
Motor power:
4160 VAC bus S4A, brkr 4A07
Control power: 125 VDC bus SOA, brkr A08
NSRW Pump P-4728
Motor power:
Control power:

4160 VAC bus S4B, brkr 4808
125 VDC bus SOB, br,kr 808.
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In addition to maintaining the pump hardware operable, it is important
to ensure that the onset of ESF conditions results in a start signal to the
pumps. Automatic start signals for pumps A and B are provided by SFAS channels
1A and 1B, respectively.
5.4.1.2 Mispositioning Of Header Manual Valves
The NSRW system valves are manually operated. Although power supplies
and power actuators for the valves are not a consideration, maintenance and
preventive maintenance of valves and manual operators, and valve lineups are
important. System lineups for operating and SFAS standby conditions are listed
in enclosures to operating procedure A.25, along with verification requirements.
These may be used for system walkdown checks.
The NSRW system is cooled by spraying water exiting from the coolers
into the air. Cooling efficiency depends upon ambient conditions and the
fraction of flow which is allowed to bypass the spray nozzles and discharge
directly into the pool. For each train, the flow split between spray and
bypass is controlled by a mechanically interlocked pair of valves located at
the spray pool. These are normally operated in the "spray" position.
The supply of NSRW water to the ECCS pumps and room coolers is controlled
by a locked open header inlet valve in each train. Inlet header and discharge
valves are:
Train A:

cooler inlet header valve
NRW-019
interlocked spray/bypass valve NRW-041

Train B: cooler inlet header valve
NRW-020
interlocked spray/bypass valve NRW-042
The inlet and discharge headers of Train A and B are cross connected by
lines containing four valves each, which are locked closed during SFAS standby.
These valves are:
inlet header cross-tie valves
outlet header cross-tie valves

NSW-006, NSW-008, NSW-009, NSW-010
NSW-005, NSW-007, NSW-059, NSW-060

5.4.1.3 Erroneous Isolation Of Coolers
NSRW flow through coolers for the emergency diesel generators, HPI, LPI
and for the emergency pump room coolers is provided by the following manual
valves which are required to be locked open for SFAS standby operation:
Train A
EDG water cooler
HPI pump oil cooler
MU pump oil cooler
LPI pump oil cooler
RB Spray oil cooler

NRW-005,
NSW-013,
NSW-016,
NSW-055,
NSW 026,
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NRW-007
NSW-014
NSW-018
NSW-057
NSW-025

HPI pump room cooler
MU pump room cooler
LPI/R8S room cooler

NSW-061, NSW-062
NSW-065, NSW-066
NSW-063, NSW-064

Train 8
EDG water cooler
HPI pump oil cooler
LPI pump oil cooler
R8 Spray oil cooler
HPI pump room cooler
LPI/R8S room cooler
5.4.1.4

NRW-006,
NSW-015,
NSW-056,
NSW 011,
NSW-067,
NSW-069,

NRW-008

~S~017

NSW-058
NSW-012
NSW-068
NSW-070

Failure Of Pump Room Cooler Fans

Emergency pump room ·coolers start automatically when their associated
pumps start on an SFAS signal. Compliance with operability requirements, in
addition to performance of proper maintenance and surveillance of system
hardware, proper system lineup, and proper implementation of procedures are
important for these. Operation of pump room coolers is discussed in operating
procedure A.14. Cooler fan power supplies are from the following 480 VAC
motor control centers:
Train A
HPIP room cooler A-529A fan
MUP room cooler A-5298 fan
LPIP room cooler A-5290 fan

MCC-S2A1, brkr 2A116
MCC-S2A1, brkr 2A118 - alternate
MCC-S2A1, brkr 2A124

Train 8
HPIP room cooler A-529C fan
MUP room cooler A-5298 fan
LPIP room cooler A-529E fan

MCC-S281, brkr 28119
MCC-S281, brkr 28117 - normal
MCC-S281, brkr 28123

5.4.2 Nuclear Service Cooling Water System
The following failure modes are expected to be significant for the NSW
system at Rancho Seco.
1.
2.
3.

Pump failure to start or run.
Failure or mispositioning of flow valves.
R8 emergency cooler problems.

In the following sections each of these failure modes is discussed with
specific reference to the Rancho Seco NSW system.
5.4.2.1

Pump Failure To Start Or Run

The NSW system is comprised of two trains, as is the NSRW system. The
trains are not cross-connected except through a common supply line from the
AFW system. Manual valves in this line are locked closed during SFAS operation.
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Consequently, failure of a pump removes cooling to all of the ESF components
in that train of NSW. This includes the LPI coolers and the RB emergency
cooling units. Periodic surveillance testing, maintenance activities (including
proper use of procedures) , and the assurance of availability electric power
are important to assure that the operability of these pumps is maintained.
Motor power for the NSW pumps is from the 480 VAC vital buses, and control
power for breaker operation providing automatic start on SFAS signal receipt
is from the 125 VDC vital buses.
NSW Pump P-482A
Motor power:
Control power:

480 VAC bus S3A, brkr 3A18
125 VDC bus SOA, brkr A05

NSW Pump P-4828
Motor power:
480 VAC bus S3B, brkr 3818
Control power: 125 VDC bus SOB, brkr 805.
NSW pump start is prevented, and each pump will trip, if level in the
corresponding NSW surge tank decreases to three inches.
In addition to maintaining the pump hardware operable, it is important
to ensure that the onset of ESF conditions results in a start signal to the
pumps. Automatic start signals for pumps A and Bare provided by SFAS channels
1A and 18, respectively.
5.4.2.2 Failure Or Mispositioning Of Flow Valves
The major flow paths of the NSW system contain both manual and MOV valves.
Assurance of availability of power supplies, MOV Operability, verification
and maintenance and preventive maintenance activities are important. System
lineups for operating and SFAS standby conditions are listed in enclosures to
operating procedure A.24, along with verification requirements. These may be
used for system walkdown checks.
Each NSW train contains a locked open manual valve at the pump suction.
A locked open manual valve is also located in the line connecting the train
to the corresponding NSW surge tank. Two normally closed manual valves are
located in series in the lines connecting each train to the EFW system. In
addition, MOV safety features valves are located at the inlet and outlet of
each LPI cooler. These valves and their 480 VAC vital power sources (where
appropriate) are:
Train A:
pump suction manual valve
surge tank line manual valve
EFW connection manual valves
LPI cooler inlet valve
LPI cooler outlet valve
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NSW-003
NSW-001
FWS-113, FWS-114
SFV-26017, MCC-2A1 brkr 2A140
SFV-26019, MCC-2A1 brkr 2A141

Train B:
pump suction manual valve
surge tank line manual valve
EFW connection manual valves
LPI cooler inlet valve
LPI cooler outlet valve

NSW-004
NSW-002
FWS-111, FWS-112
SFV-26016, MCC-281 brkr 2A149
SFV-26019, MCC-281 brkr 2A150

5.4.2.3 Reactor Building Emergency Cooler Problems
NSW flow through the RB emergency coolers is provided by locked open
manual valves which are throttled to achieve proper flows, and by MOV safety
features valves at the inlet and outlet of each cooler. Assurance of
availability of power supplies, MOV operability verification, and maintenance
and preventive maintenance activities are important. These valves and their
480 VAC vital power sources (where appropriate) are:
Train A:
Cooling unit A manual valves
inlet MOV
outlet MOV
Cooling unit C manual valves
inlet MOV
outlet MOV

NSW-083, NSW-084
SFV-50005, MCC-2A1
SFV-50009, MCC-2A1
NSW-085, NSW-086
SFV-50007, MCC-2A1
SFV-50011, MCC-2A1

brkr 2A147
brkr 2A149
brkr 2A148
brkr 2A150

Train B:
Cooling unit B manual valves
inlet MOV
outlet MOV
Cooling unit D manual valves
inlet MOV
outlet MOV
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NSW-087, NSW-088
SFV-50006, MCC-281
SFV-50010, MCC-281
NSW-089, NSW-090
SFV-50008, MCC-281
SFV-50012, MCC-281

brkr 28155
brkr 28157
brkr 28156
brkr 28158

6.0 CHANGES AT AN0-1
Late in the project, after the Task One report was prepared and failure
mode analyses for some of the systems had been performed, we were informed of
plant design changes made at AN0-1 which significantly affect the PRA for
this plant. This information was received by telephone from the project manager
of an effort to computerize the AN0-1 PRA, which would allow input of plant
conditions on a real-time basis. The result of that effort was the PRISM
code (Campbell et al. 1985), which has recently been revised to make it
correspond to present plant design and operational status. We have not received
documentation of the changes discussed, but nevertheless discuss their relevance
to our work.
The design changes instituted at AN0-1 remove initiating events from the
PRA analysis due to changes in the electrical power supply to the MFW system.
Previously, loss of either one vital AC or DC bus would trip the plant and
fail the power conversion system. This dependence has been removed. The F-V
Importance values which we have calculated for the AN0-1 vital AC and DC power
systems would be considerably reduced by these changes.
How do these results affect our work and conclusions? Based on the
similarity between the Rancho Seco and AN0-1 electrical systems we have inferred
a moderatly high F-V Importance value for these systems at Rancho Seco. If
it were determined that Rancho Seco were immune to loss of a vital AC or DC
bus as a transient initiating event, we would revise this estimate downward.
However, it is by no means certain that vital bus loss would not trip
the Rancho Seco reactor. We have pursued this question by telephone discussions
at the plant site, and have learned that they have a Deterministic Failure
Group which is presently addressing this question. No analysis results are
yet available.
Since Rancho Seco cannot dismiss this question easily, and has supported
its relevance by formally addressing it, we feel our analysis presented in
this document on the basis of the earlier AN0-1 design is acceptable for the
present purpose. If additional resources were to be directed to extending our
work, however, we would recommend that this topic be restudied using documented
results from the revised AN0-1 PRA.
For the sake of completeness we include here a brief discussion of other
results from the AN0-1 PRA revision. There are basically two additional
effects, one of which increases the F-V Importance of vital AC power supply
and partially compensates for the reduction discussed above.
We have been told that, despite the removal of the vital-power-loss
initiating events and associated dominant cut sets, the revised value of
calculated total core melt frequency has not changed much. This results from
incorporation of two new effects.
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The first compensating effect is an increase in the estimated core melt
frequency due to loss of offsite power with failure of both EDGs (station
blackout). This results from revisions in the analysis of extended blackouts
lasting eight hours or more. This increase will clearly increase the F-V
Importance of the Vital AC system, compensating to some extent for reductions
due to the design changes to this system.
The second compensating effect is an increased probability of safety/
relief valve operation and failure to reseat. AN0-1 now operates with the
PORV block valve closed, increasing the probability that safety valves will
be actuated. This, in combination with an increased probability of HPI failure
due to room cooling effects, helps to increase the core melt frequency back
near that originally estimated. Thus, the F-V Importance of the SRV would be
increased.
We have neither the time, budget nor information necessary to revise our
analysis to incorporate these PRA changes. However, we note that the effects
could clearly be incorporated - they do not challenge the validity of our
approach any more than they challenge the validity of the PRA approach.
The primary effect of the changes noted above would be to adjust estimates
of system importances. However, the major system failure modes identified
from the surrogate plant PRAs would still remain relevant. Consequently, the
valve lineups, power supply dependencies, and effects of support system losses
identified herein remain relevant for Rancho Seco.

6.2
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